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Mainstreaming Computers
Effectively integrating computers into the curriculum depends on

three key variables: resource allocation, quality software, and
implementation methods.

DOUGLAS CARNINE

The roots of the University of Ore-
gon's Mainstreaming Computers
Project lie in the Direct Instruc-

tion Follow Through Model (Becker
and Carnine, 1980). We began in 1968
by asking the question that is often
heard today: how can schools become
more effective? Since the U.S. Office of
Education's Follow Through Project
targeted low-income primary grade stu-
dents, the question posed a particularly
serious challenge. It meant examining
resource allocation, instructional design
characteristics of the curriculum, and
procedures for implementing innovative
practices. The independent evaluation
of Follow Through models indicated
significant positive results on both
achievement and affective measures for
direct instruction students (Abt Asso-
ciates, 1977).

Recently, about 1,500 of those ori-
ginial direct instruction students (who
are now high school age) were subjects
of a follow-up study carried out in
schools in six states. These students
scored significantly higher than control
students on one or more measures in
each district-academic achievement,
attendance, or the likelihood of graduat-
ing from high school or applying for
post-secondary education (Gersten and
Carnine, 1983).

The findings are encouraging. Our
assumption in 1968 that every student
could learn to read, given enough care-
ful instruction, was seemingly borne
out. However, a closer look reveals that
the demands placed on schools, in
terms of the amount and intensity of

teaching, were in many cases too great.
Teaching reading, mathematics, and
language to groups of students in a
thorough, even tenacious, manner is
very demanding. And with repeated dra-
conian budget cuts, just a few of the 22
original Follow Through districts are
providing more than a fraction of educa-
tion services they delivered ten years
ago.

Frustrations in creating interest and
support for labor-intensive instructional
practices led us to computers. Trying to
reform schools by asking educators to do
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more and more each vear is futile. If
increases in educational prnductiviy are
possible, they will come as they have in
other fields-as outgrowths of techno-
logical innovations. Our task then, in
1982, was to discover and describe how
computers could increase teacher pro-
ductivity, rather than sening as learning
adjuncts or games.

The planning in 1982 grew out of the
same two assumptions that guided our
thinking in 1968: (I) the teacher (rather
than the principal or child) is pivotal in
any school improvement efort and (2)
any intervention must be as comprehen-
sive as possible. The administrator's role
is important although indiretcd, in
creating conditions in the school that
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allow teachers to successfully imple-
ment the intervention. As curriculum
leaders attempting to create conditions
for effective computer use, we again
looked at resource allocation, instruc-
tional quality, and methods of imple-
mentation.

Our most significant resource alloca-
tion decision in 1968 was to hire para-
professionals as math and language
teachers in order to increase the amount
of adult teaching in each classroom to
two or three "teachers." In 1982 we
diverted our resources to computers,
hoping that they would both provide
and support instruction.

Our concern about the instructional
quality of curriculum materials, in Fol-
low Through classrooms led us to devel-
op the DISTAR curriculum. Today,
concern about software quality is mani-
fested in a proliferation of software eval-
uation forms, and systems and lan-
guages to aid teachers in writing their
own software. The future of educational
computing depends largely on educa-
tors' ability to set forth explicit standards
for quality in software.

Our beliefs about implementation of
innovative practices have changed very
little since the 1968 study. It's still true
that innovations must not pursue esoter-
ic objectives or be too time consuming;
that teachers need classroom-based
training to become proficient in a new
innovation; and that teachers need to
observe students succeeding as a direct
result of the innovation.

As in Follow Through, the Main-
streaming Computers Project's treat-
ment of the three key variables is hardly
exhaustive; the goal is a comprehensive,
yet workable, model that offers focus
and specificity. Therefore, several im-
portant dimensions in applying comput-
ers to schooling (such as computer liter-
acy and computer languages) are not
included in the model. In fact, the
particulars of the project may be of less
significance than the model itself-a
comprehensive, concerted effort at plan-
ning, developing, and implementing a
project that addresses variables impor-
tant to any effort to mainstream comput-
ers.

Resource Allocation
Curriculum leaders reviewing budgets
for computer applications face several
obvious problems. The first is lack of
funds. The second problem is confusion

"The failure of
computers in education
will not result from
applications that are too
ambitious, but from
applications that are not
ambitious enough."

about how to spend what money there
is. A lack of strategies for using comput-
ers, once purchased, is even more dis-
turbing. About 75 percent of schools
with computers actually utilize them
less than half of the day (Euchner,
1983). The Mainstreaming Computers
Project sought an interim solution to the
problem of limited access, a compro-
mise between the "ideal" of a computer
for every student and the "reality" of a
few computers for every school. A clue
lay in the problem itself. In the rush to
provide students with computer access,
the ways in which computers can help
teachers were neyer seriously consid-
ered. For instance, teachers will benefit
greatly by being relieved of the need to
score assignments. Time freed up from
these grading chores can be more profit-
ably used for reading and analyzing
compositions, working individually with
students, and so on. Another benefit of
automated scoring is timely feedback
about how well students are learning; for
example, analyses of diagnostic test re-
sults or performance summaries of stu-
dents' answers to lecture questions.
These computer applications illustrate
how technology can support teachers.

Not only can computers support in-
struction, but they can also deliver in-
struction. Typically, each student re-
ceives CAI instruction on an individual
computer, which is relatively expensive.
One way to decrease the cost is for
several students to enter answers on
individual keyboards, with all answers
processed by a single computer. The
computer will advance or branch ac-
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cording to the responses of the students
as a group.

The ways computers can ii crease
teacher productivitv--by supporting in-
struction or directly providing instruc-
tion-tend to be either expensive (with a
computer for each student), or time
consuming (with students taking turns
or with the teacher entering students'
answers on a single computer). While
looking for other options, another op-
tion found us. Elwvn Recs, the inventor
of Teacher Net, telephoned while on a
visit to the U.S. and suggested a col-
laboration that would link his hardware
(Teacher Net) with our instructional
design expertise.

Teacher Net is a computer peripheral
that allows numerous keyboards to oper-
ate from one computer. The relatively
low cost of a Teacher Net peripheral
and number pads (less than $70 per
student for a class of 30 students) is one
way of addressing the problem of limited
access to computers in schools. The
device can help teachers monitor stu-
dent learning, provide CAI to entire
classes, streamline testing, and provide
practice in discriminating complex be-
haviors that are to be learned.

There are many ways to configure
Teacher Net and a computer in a class-
room. A conventional arrangement ap-
pears in Diagram A of Figure 1. The
teacher is at the front of the classroom,
and the computer is at the back. One
student at a time works at the computer.

In Diagram B, cables connect Teach-
er Net with five students for small-group
instruction. Students view a monitor,
which presents information, questions,
and feedback. The teacher, while work-
ing with the rest of the class, can view a
second monitor, which summarizes the
group's performance-both level of
mastery and content covered.

In Diagram C, Teacher Net is used
with 30 students to administer a group
test, monitor independent work, or re-
ceive feedback about students' mastery
of a lecture. Students view a single line
display on their key pad (similar to that
found on a calculator), which shows the
last student entry.

The most elaborate application of
Teacher Net appears in Diagram D.
Groups of students are at different places
in different CAI programs. The power of
this configuration is that a teacher could
respond to a wide ability range of stu-
dents in a single class. The teacher
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could work with one group of students
while other groups progress through dif-
ferent CAI programs.

Applications of Teacher Net require
software that is compatible with the
computer linked to Teacher Net. The
software is simple to use, requiring the
teacher to answer such questions as:
How many students will be responding?
What type of answers will they make:
single digit (for true/false, yes/no, multi-
ple choice); multiple digit (numerical
answers to math problems). After enter-
ing the answers to these questions and
the students' names, the teacher selects
a form for summarizing student perfora-
mance; such as, percent correct for the

group, percent correct for each individ-
ual, items missed by each student, and
so on. The group can then begin re-
sponding to a variety of applications.
For example, an entire class can take a
diagnostic test at one time; and at the
end of the testing session, the teacher
can receive individual diagnoses of skill
deficiencies and prescriptions for in-
struction. Results can be printed out,
and possibly prescriptions as well (Hof-
meister, 1982).

A recently developed software pro-
gram merges branching and diagnostic
testing. Tests are structured so that stu-
dents first respond to two or three rela-
tively difficult screening items from a

Figure 1. Configurations of Computers in Classrooms
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given skill or concept domain. The
computer screen tells students which
item to answer next. If any item is
missed, the computer instructs the stu-
dent to answer a series of diagnostic
items, in order to pinpoint specific skill
deficiencies. While that student is going
through a series of diagnostic items,
another student who correctvly answered
screening items is told by the computr
to skip to the set of screening items for
the next skill. Students move quicddy
through mastered domains, but reeie
a thorough assessment in their weak
areas.

Teacher Net can also be used with
videotapes or disks for teaching comprA
behaviors such as public speaking, labo-
ratorv procedures, or basketball p-is.
The teacher explains the key behaviors
to be learned and a rating system for
evaluating them. While a tape is played.
each student hits a kev when a violation
of a basic behavior is observed on the
tape. At the end of a tape segment.
frames over which students disagreed in
their ratings are automatically called up.
The teacher and students then discuss
reasons for the disagreements.

Some preliminary applications have
explored how Teacher Net might faiili-
tite collaborative leamrning. In one very
simple application, university students
listen to a statistics lecture on the con-
cept of correlation. Next, a compuer
screen diagrams examples of die t
correlations. The teacher then asks the
students to approximate a certain conre-
lation by plotting points on the scre.
Students take turns entering data points
on their key pads. When a student's
point that deviates from the assigned
correlation appears on the sreen, stu-
dents discuss why it is inappropriate and
what other point might be preferable.

More important than the Teacher
Net hardware is the concept it exempli-
fies-an affordable way of increasing
teaching productivity by processing stu-
dent responses with a computer and by
providing instruction to groups of stu-
dents. Although Teacher Net is not
suitable for many of the computer's
more interesting and powerful applica-
tions, like programming or word p!oc-
essing, it does provide teachers with
timely information in a usable (summa-
rized) form and can actually incseas
the amount of instuction provided dur-
ing the school day.
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Quality of Software
When we initiated the Mainstreaming
Computers Project, we were puzzled by
the vigorous attacks on the quality of
computer-assisted instruction (CAI)
software. Quality Software (1981) re-
ported, "Only 3-5 percent of the educa-
tional programs . .. available are worth
looking at." Criticisms of printed curric-
ulum materials are tame by compari-
son. Publishers of print material are
relatively casual about the issue of quali-
ty since they assume teachers usually
modify curriculum materials to suit
their needs.

But teachers cannot modify commer-
cial software. "What is in the CAI
program is exactly what gets taught"
(Steely, 1981, p. 33). A teacher's role
as educational software user is different
than the teacher's role as adapter/modi-
fier of print material. Because of this
difference, selection procedures are
more crucial for CAI software than for
print materials. In many instances, text-
book committees have based final deci-
sions about print materials on such fac-
tors as cost, durability, general
educational philosophy, and range of
topics covered, and have given little
attention to instructional effectiveness.
These rather capricious selection prac-
tices for print materials have caused
many software developers to be "clearly
skeptical about whether teachers would
appreciate quality [software] if they
could get it" (Olds, 1981, p. 20). The
Mainstreaming Computers Project re-
sponded to the need for quality software
in three ways: by specifying criteria for
selecting software (Vachon and Car-
nine, 1983); by developing sample CAI
programs (Camine and others, 1983);
and by creating an authoring language
for writing software (Engelmann, Car-
nine, and Weiss, 1983).

1. Criteria for Evaluating and Select-
ing Software. We believe that trained
teachers can intelligently evaluate soft-
ware if they are provided with empirical-
ly validated means of rating instruction-
al effectiveness. This is an important
component of the Mainstreaming Com-
puters Project. Our work in this area was
grounded in a theory of instruction,
practical experience in developing in-
structional materials, and a procedure
for field-testing and developing printed
material. In Theory of Instruction, En-
gelmann and Camine (1982) articulate
a taxonomy that links instructional ob-
iectives to specific instructional design
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procedures. A taxonomy of instructional
objectives is hardly novel, but a taxono-
my tied to procedures applicable for
designing instructional software is.

To select software, teachers often rely
on software evaluation forms or reviews
of such forms. In a review of software
evaluation forms, Vachon and Camine
(1983) found that five out of seven forms
included less than half of the following
11 instructional 'design dimensions: a
clear and logical presentation, clues for
key concepts, opportunities for frequent
interaction, appropriate difficulty level,
effective feedback, additional practice
on missed items, learner controls of
rate/sequence, learner controls of num-
ber of problems, integration of instruc-
tion with previous experience, general-
izable strategies, and evaluation
components. Software could receive fa-
vorable ratings on five of the forms and
still have serious instructional design
flaws.

The criteria for software evaluation
and selection (Vachon and Carnine,
1983) relate the key design principles
from Theory of Instruction to the pri-
mary modes of computer-assisted in-
struction: drill and practice, tutorial,
and simulation. One criterion identified
by Vachon and Carnine (1983) for drill
and practice is individualization: pro-
grams should tailor the items presented
in the computer to each individual's
instructional needs. For tutorials,
which teach rule and concept applica-
tions, a criterion is the need to teach
explicit, easy-to-follow strategies. Va-
chon and Carnine's (1983) criteria for

REcOMMENDATIONS:

simulations, the third type of CAI, in-
clude capturing an array of interactions
among rules and providing activities of
graded difficulty to allow all users to
understand the nature of the interac-
tions. The summary evaluation form
(Vachon and Carnine, 1983), based on
ratings of 58 individual criteria, appears
in Figure 2. While the criteria are
traditional in several respects, the atten-
tion paid to instructional design charac-
teristics is somewhat unusual.

Since teachers' inability to modify
commerical software makes software se-
lection extremely important, curricu-
lum leaders should be particularly sensi-
tive to problems caused by incomplete
evaluation of software. We encourage
districts, regional agencies, or state edu-
cation agencies to share the costs and
benefits of systematic procedures for ex-
amining software, with an emphasis on
instructional design features.

2. Sample CAI Programs. Paralleling
the evaluation criteria for the three types
of CAI is a set of software programs,
designed to exemplify the criteria. This
need is acknowledged by software pro-
ducers themselves (Quality Software,
1981). The Learning Vocabulary pro-
gram (Carnine, Granzin, and Rankin,
1983) creates individualized drill and
practice lessons composed of exercises
involving only the words a particular
student doesn't know. The program also
keeps track of the words that cause a
student particular difficulty and periodi-
cally reviews them.

The tutorial Reasoning Skills I (En-
gelmann and Carnine, 1983) teaches
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students strategies for constructing and
critiquing syllogisms, based on a few
simple rules and procedures for applying
them:

1. For syllogisms using only the word
all (rather than the words some or not),
each statement names a smaller class
and places it in a larger class.

2. The conclusion names the smallest
class and places it in the largest class.
The middle-sized class isn't named in
the conclusion.

Reasoning Skills I teaches that an
argument that leads to a contradiction is
unsound.

These rules allow students to critique
arguments like the following, which has
only one premise and a conclusion:

The sports programs at Acme University
are terrible

Therefore, all the prograins at Acme Uni-
versity are terrible..

Using rule 2 leads to this analysis: the
first-named class in the conclusion, pro-
grams, should be the smallest class, and
terrible the largest class. Thus, sports
program must be the middle-sized class.
However, programs is not a smaller class
than sports programs. This contradic-
tion indicates that the argument is un-
sound. Slight variations of the strategy
can allow students to critique hundreds
of syllogisms.

The simulation program Health
Ways (Carnine, Lang, and Wong,
1983) incorporates over 50 health rules
(such as people with diabetes in their
family should limit their caloric intake).
The simulation also accounts for possi-
ble outcomes based on concepts rele-
vant to changing health habits, such as
the effort required to make changes, the
stress inherent in making changes, and
the importance of maintaining changes.
Users make decisions in attempting to
extend a hypothetical character's expect-
ed age to the winning age before "time
runs out." To prepare students for the
instructional demands of the simula-
tion, a CAI tutorial explains concepts
and rules and provides applications of
the health rules. Students also go
through tutorial versions of the simula-
tion before playing the actual simula-
tion.

Certain practical shortcomings of
CAI programs become apparent only
when programs are field-tested. The
CAI programs developed as part of the
Mainstreaming Computers Project were
designed not only as models of certain
instructional design features but also as

protypes for development and field-test-
ing procedures:

I. A team is formed consisting of
people with expertise in instructional
design, the content area to be covered in
the program, and computer program-
ming (if an existing authoring language
was not used).

2. An analysis of the content to be
covered in the program is conducted
under the direction of the team's in-
structional design expert.

3. The analysis is translated into spe-
cific instructional activities appropriate
to the computer.

4. A meeting with potential users is
held to determine if anv revisions are
needed.

5. The program is developed.
6. The software program and docu-

mentation are field-tested. Trained ob-
servers note design, technical, and logis-
tic problems (a lesson is too long, or a
newly introduced principle lacks ade-
quate opportunity for application).
Teachers are interviewed about the ade-
quacy of the documentation.

7. The program and documentation
are revised.

8. The program and documentation
are field-tested again. Steps 7 and 8 are
often repeated.

9. The program and documentation
are revised a final time.

10. The program and documentation
are prepared for distribution.

11. Feedback on the program is re-
corded for subsequent revision.

A simple example of the fruits of
field-testing may help bring this rather
stodgy I l-step process to life. All CAI
programs are field-tested with older edu-
cationally handicapped students and
with younger nonhandicapped students.
Reasoning Skills I was field-tested with
high school special education students
and middle school regular education
students. In responding to the preskill
instruction on class inclusion, some
special education students didn't re-
spond according to class size but rather
word length (since the word roses is
shorter than flowers, roses is the smaller
class). The student arrived at the correct
answer, but for the wrong reason. In the
revised program the word for the smaller
class is not always the shorter word.
While this feedback was not profound,
it does illustrate the practical, meticu-
lous type of information that can be
aggregated to revise and improve CAI
programs.

3. Authoring Software. With the tra-
dition of teachers modifying print matlre-
rial, creating options for teachers to
write or modify software seemed a rea-
sonable component for the Mainstream-
ing Computers Project We began b-
exploring how teachers might go about
creating their own software.

It takes a good deal of time for most
people to acquire a working knowiedge
of computer languages, not to mention
the problem-solving skills involved in
translating instructional tasks into ac-
ceptable educational software. Speciallh
designed authoring languages provid
an alternative. Authoring languages
such as Pilot provide a simplified code
for creating modules of instruction. The
code (or set of commands) is "friendlier"
than BASIC or Pascal and more readily
understandable to the novice.

An altemative to authoring languages
is authoring systems. Authoring systems
do not require a user to have any pro-
gramming skills: most are what Kearslev
(1982) calls the "prompting- type. The
teacher simply answers prompts or ques-
tions generated by the system. The au-
thoring system translates the teacher's
answers into a CAI lesson.

In evaluating a naive teacher's expen-
ence with several authoring languages
and systems, Woodward and CarGmine
(1983) found that the prompts and ques-
tions in authonng systems became tire-
some, requiring teachers to include cer-
tain steps even when the teacher didn't
want them. Also, certain important
functions, such as reviewing missed
items later in a lesson or in the next
lesson, were missing in the system and
were extremely difficult to program with
the languages. Finally, only eTry specif-
ic types of instructional programs, such
as tutorials, could be created.

We concluded that if teachers are to
write software without becoming com-
puter programmers, authoring lan-
guages (or systems) are needed with
these characteristics: different languages
for different instructional purposes, pro-
vision for a transition from the state of
novice to experienced user, and inclu-
sion of instructional design features im-
portant to effective CAI. The Main-
streaming Computers Project designed
DIAL-the Direct Instruction Author-
ing Language (Engelmann, Camine,
and Weiss, 1983)-to incorporate those
features. Instructional design proce-
dures applicable across a range of tasks
were included, such as automaticallyv
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reviewing difficult items later in a lesson
and in the next lesson, and automatical-
ly presenting extra practice items to
students who have difficulty with a par-
ticular explanation. The transition from
novice to experienced user was accom-
plished by providing a tutorial and
programmed workbook on how to use
DIAL, a summary of DIAL commands,
prompted worksheets for writing DIAL
lessons, and a multistaged introduction
to DIAL commands. At first a new user
learns only the essential ten commands
for constructing lessons. Later, interest-
ed users can learn over 15 additional
commands. Even if DIAL turns out to
be relatively user friendly, most teachers
will not author software. Criteria for
selection of software is the key issue.

Realities of Implementation
It is difficult to predict whether the
recent infatuation with computers and
the enthusiasm of some teacher hobby-
ists will be enough to make computer
technology an integral part of educa-
tion. Additional hardware and improved
software will not in and of themselves
move computers from the periphery
into the mainstream of American edu-
cation. Schools have been referred to as
cottage industries, in that each class-
room is an autonomous unit merely
housed in a building with other class-
rooms. This image underscores the im-
portance of teacher acceptance of com-
puters (or any innovations) if they are to
pass beyond the current fad status.
Wide-scale teacher resistance to com-
puters can be substantial, because many
teachers may not: (1) have a technologi-
cal orientation, (2) have a clear notion
of how computers fit into the school
day, (3) see any personal payoff for
assuming the added responsibilities that
accompany computers, (4) believe that
computers will truly improve students'
learning.

To enlist teachers' support, it appears
that computer applications must:

* Assist teachers with their current
work, not just in providing individual-
ized instruction for some students, but
also in keeping track of where students
are in instruction, in scoring assign-
ments and determining grades, and in
monitoring student learning on an on-
going basis.

* Not impose unreasonable demands
on teachers' time.

* Not impede social interaction and,
in fact, enhance it.

* Provide learning experiences that
take advantage of the computer's capa-

bility, and thus go far beyond what is
now possible in classroom instruction.

* Improve learning across the spec-
trum of student abilities.

These goals can be met through train-
ing in:

* Appropriate hardware configura-
tions (Figure 2).

* Software evaluation and selection.
* Procedures for monitoring, testing,

grading, and gathering feedback during
lectures.

* Incorporation of these applications
into the daily schedule.

* Design of print material to accom-
modate monitoring devices like Teacher
Net (material suitable for independent
work, tests, and lecture questions).

Administering this training won't be
easy or painless. The potential reward,
however, is great in terms of student
learning.

Computer Complacency?
The Mainstreaming Computers Project
is still in its infancy, Its relevance to
curriculum leaders is probably more in
raising questions to ask rather than in
delivering final answers. Questions such
as:

* How can we strike a balance be-
tween cheaper, lower level computer
applications that reach many students
and expensive, sophisticated applica-
tions that serve fewer students? For ex-
ample, for which applications will de-
vices like Teacher Net suffice, and
which applications will require local
area networking?

* How can we help teachers select/
develop software that incorporates im-
portant instructional design features?

* How can we interest, train, and
support teachers in the use of technolo-
gy, and where should we concentrate
inservice efforts?

When an idea like computing first
emerges, enthusiasm is easy because
frailties and limitations are not yet
known. Educators must actively seek
limitations and determine how to deal
with them. The failure of computers in
education will not result from applica-
tions that are too ambitious, but from
applications that are not ambitious
enough. Evaluations of the role of com-
puters in schools point to an almost
complacent view toward the capability
of computers. Sheingold, Kane, and
Endreweit (1983) caution that their
study "more strikingly illustrates the as-
similation of technology by school sys-
tems than the impact of technology on
them.... microcomputers on their
own are unlikely to promote any partic-

ular outcome" (p. 431). Should com-
puters earn a nitch in the history of
education as a mere fad, much will have
been lost-the powerful concept of ap-
plying technology to schooling will have
been discredited.-
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